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Abstract
We characterize the sequences {zn} of complex numbers which are sequences of approximants of continued fractions
K(an=bn) with |an| + 16|bn|, and study some of their properties. In particular we give truncation error bounds for such
continued fractions. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction













b3 + · · ·
; (1.1)
where an; bn ∈ C with all an = 0, says that K(an=bn) converges to a value f in the closure of the
open unit disk D if
|bn|¿|an|+ 1 for all n: (1.2)
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and S0(z) := z; Sn := s1 ◦ s2 ◦ · · · ◦ sn (1.3)
for all n, then (1.2) is equivalent to sn(D)⊆D, and thus the nestedness Sn(D)= Sn−1(sn(D))⊆
Sn−1(D)⊆D for all n follows. Continued fractions of this type will be called SP-fractions in this
paper, and Sn(0) is called its nth approximant. That K(an=bn) converges to f means that Sn(0)→ f.
(For more details we refer to [4].)
In this paper, a disc shall always mean a circular domain (in particular it is open) on the Riemann
sphere C∞ :=C∪{∞}, and a circle is the boundary of a disc. A◦, DA and @A denote the interior, the
closure and the boundary in C∞ for a set A⊆C∞.
2. Some preliminary geometry
The following simple geometry lies at the heart of the theory of SP-fractions, but this fact does
not seem to have been explicitly recognized before.
Lemma 2.1. Let  be a disc; and b and c be distinct points in . Then there is a unique disc ′
such that
(1) ′⊆;
(2) c ∈ ′; and b and c are inverse points with respect to @′;
(3) ′ is maximal in the sense that it contains every disc D such that c ∈ D⊆; and b and c are
inverse points with respect to @D.
Now; suppose that a is the inverse point of b with respect to . Then there is a M7obius map g
such that g(a) = b; g() = ′ and g(b) = c.
Proof. As the statement of this lemma is invariant under M<obius maps, we can without loss of
generality assume that  is the upper half-plane H, and that b = i and c = i‘, where ‘¿ 1. Then
′ := {x + iy: y¿ (1 + ‘)=2} has the required properties (1)–(3). Since @′ is internally tangent to
@, ′ is maximal and unique.
Next, by assumption, a=−i. Now, consider the map




It is trivial to check that g(a) = b, g() = ′ and g(b) = c.
Note that the given data in Lemma 2.1 is b, c and . The point a and the disc ′ are constructed
from these. The unique circle through a, b and c is orthogonal to the boundaries of both  and ′,
and passes through their point of tangency. The g in Lemma 2.1 is not unique; indeed, any map of
the form
g(z) =
iz(‘ − ei)− (‘ + ei)
z(1− ei) + i(1 + ei)
will have the properties described in Lemma 2.1. However, although g is not unique, the disc
′ = g() is unique.
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Denition 2.2. We deGne the map  by (b; c; ) = ′ = g(), where ′ is constructed as in
Lemma 2.1.
The connection to the $Sleszy$nski–Pringsheim theorem is illustrated by the following result
from [1]:
Theorem 2.3 (Beardon [1, Theorem 1]). Let {Kn}∞n=0 be a sequence of closed discs in D with
K0 = D ; and let {zn}∞n=0 be a sequence of points in D with z0 = 0. Then these discs and points
are the discs Sn( D ) and points Sn(0) of some SP-fraction if and only if they satisfy the following
three properties:
(1) D ⊃K1⊃K2⊃K3⊃ · · · ;
(2) for each n; zn lies between the circles @Kn and @Kn+1;
(3) zn and zn+1 are inverse points with respect to @Kn+1.
3. Main result
Let {zn}∞n=0 be a given sequence of points in D with z0 = 0. We shall determine when {zn} is a
sequence of approximants for some SP-fraction. By Lemma 2:3 we observe that {zn} is a sequence
of distinct points in D if it is a sequence of approximants of an SP-fraction, so we assume that the
points {zn} are distinct. Let 0 :=D. As z0, z1 ∈ 0, we can deGne the disc 1 by 1 :=(z0; z1; 0)
(see DeGnition 2.2.). If z2 ∈ 1, we say that the sequence {zn} terminates at 1. If z2 ∈ 1, then
we can deGne 2 by 2 :=(z1; z2; 1), and then ask whether or not z3 ∈ 2. If not, we say that
{zn} terminates at 2; otherwise we construct 3 :=(z2; z3; 2). We continue in this way, and we
say that {zn} is nonterminating with respect to  if, for every n ∈ N, zn+1 ∈ n. In this case we
have constructed an inGnite sequence of discs 1; 2; : : : . Clearly these form a nested decreasing
sequence. Now we have the following result.
Theorem 3.1. A sequence {zn} of distinct points in D with z0 = 0 is a sequence of approximants
for some SP-fraction if and only if it is nonterminating with respect to .
Proof. We give the proof in two parts.
Part 1: The proof that a sequence of approximants is nonterminating. Suppose that {zn} is the
sequence of approximants of some SP-fraction; that is, zn = s1 ◦ s2 ◦ · · · ◦ sn(0) = Sn(0) given by
(1.2)–(1.3). Let Dn := Sn(D) for all n ∈ N0 :=N∪{0}, and let 0 :=D. As D1⊂D=0, and as z0
and z1 are inverse points with respect to @D1 by Lemma 2:3, we see (from the maximality of 1)
that D1⊂1. As
z1 = s1(0) ∈ D1⊆1; z2 = s1 ◦ s2(0) ∈ D2⊂D1⊆1;
we can apply  to (z1; z2; 1) to obtain 2. The process continues (by induction) so that the sequence
zn is nonterminating. The proof of the general case is as follows. Suppose that Dn⊆n. As zn; zn+1 ∈
Dn, we can deGne n+1 :=(zn; zn+1; n). Now zn and zn+1 are inverse points with respect to @Dn+1,
and Dn+1⊂Dn⊆n, so that by maximality, Dn+1⊆n+1. This ensures that n is deGned for all n,
so that the sequence {zn} is nonterminating.
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Part 2: The proof that a nonterminating sequence is a sequence of approximants. We begin
with the points z0 = 0 and z1, and the disc 1, where 1 :=(z0; z1; 0). We can apply Lemma 2.1
with a =∞, b = 0, c = z1 and  =D to conclude that there is a M<obius map s1 with s1(∞) = 0,




; where |b1|¿1 + |a1|
for some a1; b1 ∈ C\{0}. As {zn} is nonterminating, we know that z2 ∈ 1, and that 2=(z1; z2; 1)
exists. Applying s−11 , we Gnd that s
−1
1 (2) is the largest disc lying in s
−1
1 (1) for which s
−1
1 (z1) and
s−11 (z2) are inverse points. This is the statement that s
−1
1 (2) is the largest disc lying in D for which
0 and s−11 (z2) are inverse points. By Lemma 2.1, there is some M<obius transformation s2 such that
s2(∞) = 0; s2(0) = s−11 (z2); s2(D) = s−11 (2):
This implies that
s2(∞) = 0; z2 = s1 ◦ s2(0); 2 = s1 ◦ s2(D);
so that s2(z) = a2=(b2 + z), where |a2|+ 16|b2|, and the process continues by induction.
4. The tangency case
Following [1] we say that the tangency case occurs if @Sn(D) is tangent to @D for all n. The
nestedness of Sn(D) implies that the point of tangency, say ! ∈ @D, is independent of n. It was
proved in [7, Theorem 7.1], and it follows directly from Theorem 2.3 that in this case Sn(0) = rn!
for all n, where rn ∈ R is monotonically increasing such that
0 = r0¡r1¡ · · ·¡rn¡rn+1¡ · · ·¡ 1: (4.1)
For convenience we say that an SP-fraction has monotonic approximants if Sn(0) = rn! for a Gxed
! ∈ @D, where {rn} satisGes (4.1). We also have a converse to this property of the tangency case.
Theorem 4.1. Every SP-fraction for which the tangency case occurs; has monotonic approximants.
Conversely; to every ! ∈ @D and sequence {rn} satisfying (4:1) there exists an SP-fraction with
approximants Sn(0) = rn! for which the tangency case occurs.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.3 since there clearly is a sequence of nested discs n⊆D with
! ∈ @n, rn! ∈ n, rn−1! ∈ Dn where rn−1! and rn! are inverse points with respect to @n.
This does not mean that every SP-fraction with a given sequence of monotonic approximants
necessarily is of tangency type. Two continued fractions K(an=bn) and K(a˜n=b˜n) are said to be
equivalent if they have the same sequence of approximants. This happens if and only if there is a
sequence {qn} of numbers from C \ {0} with q0 = 1 such that
a˜n = qn−1qnan and b˜n = qnbn for all n (4.2)
(see for instance [4, p. 72]). Hence, if a given sequence {zn} is the sequence of approximants for a
continued fraction, then there exist inGnitely many continued fractions with these approximants. This
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is still true if we restrict the class to SP-fractions. The following result characterizes the SP-fractions
for which the tangency case occurs for every equivalent SP-fraction. It is tied to the limit point case
where Sn( D ) shrinks to a point as n→∞, i.e., Sn(z) converges uniformly in D to a constant.
Theorem 4.2. The tangency case occurs for every SP-fraction equivalent to a given SP-fraction
K if and only if the tangency case and the limit point case occur for K. This happens if and only
if the value of K is in @D.
Proof. It was proved in [1, Theorem 3] that K has a value ! ∈ @D if and only if the tangency
case and the limit point case occur. Hence, if ! ∈ @D, then the tangency case and the limit point
case occur for all SP-fractions equivalent to K .
Next, let the tangency case hold for every SP-fraction equivalent to K . It suJces to prove that
then the value of K is some ! ∈ @D. Assume that this is not so. That is, K has approximants
zn = rn! where rn ¡ rn+1 → r ¡ 1. Let {Kn} be a sequence of closed discs in D with centers cn!
and radii n given by
cn :=
r2 − rnrn−1
2r − rn − rn−1 ; n =
(r − rn−1)(r − rn)
2r − rn − rn−1 :
Then 0¡cn¡cn+1 → r, 0¡n+1¡n → 0 and
cn + n = r; (cn − rn)(cn − rn−1) = 2n:
That is, {Kn} and {zn} satisfy the conditions in Theorem 2.3. Since @Kn is not tangent to @D, this
is a contradiction. Hence, K has a value ! ∈ @D.
Theorem 4.2 follows really by the same idea as the proof of Theorem 4.1, only this time it is
applied to the circle |z| = r instead of the circle |z| = 1. We can even apply the same idea again
to the circle |z| = (1 + r)=2 to obtain an SP-fraction with approximants {rn!} for which the limit
circle case occurs.
The following theorem also characterizes SP-fractions with monotonic approximants.
Theorem 4.3. (i) Let K(an=bn) be a continued fraction with monotonic approximants {rn!} for an
! ∈ C \ {0} and a sequence {rn} satisfying (4:1). Then K(an=bn) is equivalent to
!1
1 + 1 −
2
1 + 2 − · · ·−
n
1 + n − · · · ; (4.3)
where n are positive numbers de8ned recursively by
1 :=1 − 1; n := n − n−112 · · · n where n :=
1
1− rn : (4.4)
(ii) Conversely; if K(an=bn) is equivalent to (4:3) for some ! ∈ C\{0} and n ¿ 0; then K(an=bn)
has monotonic approximants {rn!} where
rn := 1− −1n where n :=
n∑
k=0




In particular {rn} satis8es (4:1).
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(iii) K(an=bn) is an SP-fraction for which the tangency case occurs if and only if
an =−!n−1!nn; bn = !n(1 + n) for all n: (4.6)
Proof. We shall Grst prove part (ii). Parts (i) and (iii) follow then easily.
(ii) Let K(an=bn) be equivalent to (4.3). We want to prove that (4.3) has approximants {rn!}








1 + n−1 − n=(1 + n) =
Pn−1
Pn−2 + Pn−1 − Pn−2(Pn=(Pn−1 + Pn)) =
Pn−1 + Pn
Pn−2 + Pn−1 + Pn
and by induction
k
1 + k −
k+1




Pk + Pk+1 + · · ·+ Pn
Pk−1 + Pk + · · ·+ Pn for 16k6n:
Hence (4.3) has approximants
Sn(0) = !
P1 + P2 + · · ·Pn




Clearly, 1 = 0¡1¡: : :¡n¡n+1. Hence {rn} satisGes (4.1).
(i) Let K(an=bn) have the approximants {rn!}. Then K(an=bn) is equivalent to (4.3) if the n
deGned by (4.4) are positive numbers which satisfy (4.5). It follows from (4.1) and the deGnition of
n in (4.4) that 1=0¡n¡n+1 for all n ∈ N. Hence n deGned by (4.4) are positive numbers.
Indeed, by this deGnition of n, n =n−1 + 12 · · · n with 1 = 1+ 1. Since also rn =1−−1n by
(4.4), we Gnd that (4.5) holds.
(iii) Let K(an=bn) be an SP-fraction for which the tangency case occurs. Then by Theorem 4.1,
K(an=bn) has monotonic approximants {rn!}. Hence, by part (i), K(an=bn) is equivalent to (4.3).
That is, (4.6) holds for some !n ∈ C \ {0} with !0 = −! ∈ @D. That all !n ∈ @D follows by
induction on n since in the tangency case |bn|= |an|+ 1, i.e.,
|!1|(1 + 1) = |!0!1|1 + 1 = |!1|1 + 1⇒ |!1|= 1;
|!n|(1 + n) = |!n−1!n|n + 1 = |!n|n + 1⇒ |!n|= 1:
Conversely, if all !n ∈ @D, then |bn|= |an|+ 1, so K(an=bn) is an SP-fraction. Moreover, sn(−!n)
=−!n−1, and thus Sn(−!n) =−!0 for all n. That is, the tangency case occurs.
Remarks 4.4. (1) By Theorem 4.1 we Gnd that every sequence zn= rn! where ! ∈ @D is Gxed and
{rn} satisGes (4.1) is a sequence of approximants for some SP-fraction. By Theorem 4.2 it follows
that if rn → 1, then the tangency case occurs for every such SP-fraction. If lim rn ¡ 1, then there
are also SP-fractions with these approximants for which the tangency case does not occur. Still, also
these SP-fractions are equivalent to fractions of the form (4.3), for which the tangency case occurs.
(2) If rn → 1, then Sn( D )= Dn → {!}⊆ @D, the limit point case. If rn → r ¡ 1, and the tangency
case occurs, then Sn( D ) = Dn → D∞ which is a closed disc with diameter connecting the boundary
points r! and !, the limit circle case. Note that this means that if the SP-fraction (4.3) is equivalent
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to an SP-fraction for which the tangency case does not occur, then the limit circle case occurs for
(4.3).











f′ − S ′n(0)
= 0 and lim
n→∞
f′′ − S ′′n (0)
f − Sn(0) = 0:
That is, an SP-fraction may converge arbitrarily slowly or arbitrarily fast (with the restriction that
f = Sn(0) for all n). Indeed, let C be the class of SP-fractions for which the tangency case occurs,
and C the subclass of C for which the limit disc has radius ¿0. Then, to every given SP-fraction
K(an=bn) and every ; 06¡ 12 , we can Gnd SP-fractions from C which converges faster or slower
than K(an=bn). In particular the convergence is not uniform with respect to the class of SP-fractions.
(4) Theorem 4.3(ii) is essentially proved in [5, Satz 8, p. 210].
It is worth noticing that we get a characterization of all continued fractions with monotonic
approximants from Theorem 4.3.
Corollary 4.5. A continued fraction has approximants rn! for a 8xed ! ∈ C \ {0} and positive rn
satisfying (4:1) if and only if it is equivalent to a continued fraction of the form (4:3).
That is, it is equivalent to an essentially real SP-fraction.
5. Truncation error bounds
Let K(an=bn) be an SP-fraction. Then its approximants Sn(0) converge to a value f ∈ D . For
applications it is useful to have bounds for the trucation error |f−Sn(0)|. In view of Remark 4.4(3),
we cannot expect to Gnd useful bounds which work for all SP-fractions unless the bounds depend
on the elements an and bn. The idea in this section is to compare K(an=bn) to the corresponding
SP-fractions K(a˜n=b˜n) and K(aˆn=bˆn) given by
a˜n = aˆn =−|an| and b˜n = |bn|; bˆn = |an|+ 1 for all n: (5.1)
Clearly, K(aˆn=bˆn) has the form (4.3) and is thus an SP-fraction for which the tangency case occurs.
In particular, it has monotonic approximants −1¡Sˆn+1(0)¡Sˆn(0)¡ 0. In fact, also K(a˜n=b˜n) has
monotonic approximants:
Theorem 5.1. An SP-fraction K(an=bn) with all an ¡ 0 and all bn ¿ 0 has monotonic approximants
−1¡Sn+1(0)¡Sn(0)¡ 0.
Proof. By Theorem 4.3(ii) it suJces to prove that K(an=bn) is equivalent to the SP-fraction
K((−n)=(1 + n)) for some n ¿ 0; that is, it suJces to prove that there exist qn ∈ C \ {0}
such that q0 = 1 and
an =−qnqn−1n; bn = qn(1 + n) for all n
for some n ¿ 0. Solving for qn and n gives
qn = bn + an=qn−1; n =−an=(qn−1qn):
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Induction on n shows that qn¿1 for all n, since q0 = 1 and bn¿1+ |an|=1− an. Hence, n ¿ 0 for
all n, and the result follows.






























for Sn in (1.3). Hence Cn = An−1 and Dn = Bn−1 for all n, and both {An} and {Bn} are solutions of
the recurrence
Xn = bnXn−1 + anXn−2 for n= 1; 2; 3; : : : : (5.3)
{An} has initial values A−1 = 1; A0 = 0, and {Bn} has the initial values B−1 = 0; B0 = 1. Moreover,
since det(UV) = det(U)det(V), we get the well known determinant formula









For K(a˜n=b˜n) and K(aˆn=bˆn) we use the corresponding notation S˜n(z), Sˆn(z); A˜n, Aˆn; etc. Moreover,








where an empty product is one, we then have:
Theorem 5.2. Let K(an=bn) be an SP-fraction; and let K(a˜n=b˜n) and K(aˆn=bˆn) be given by (5:1).
Then the following hold for all n:
(A) rad(Sn(D)) =
Pn





2 + 2|a1|+ 2|a1a2|+ · · ·+ 2|a1a2 · · · an−1|+ |a1a2 · · · an| :




Remarks 5.3. (1) The bound |Sn(0)− Sm(0)|61=n− 1=m in part (B) is not new, see for instance
[4, p. 31], but we think its connection K(aˆn=bˆn) is interesting.






|ak |= 1 + |a1|+ |a1a2|+ |a1a2a3|+ · · ·=∞:
For the particular SP–fractions (4.3) the limit point case holds if and only if ∞ =∞. This is also
a consequence of [7, Theorem 7:1] by Thron.
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(3) Evidently, Sn(0) ∈ D for all n, and f = lim Sn(0) ∈ D . Part (A) therefore shows that
|f − Sn(0)|¡ 2 rad(Sn(D))
6
1
1 + |a1|+ |a1a2|+ · · ·+ |a1a2 · · · an−1|+ 12 |a1a2 · · · an|
which in particular may be helpful when ∞ =∞.
(4) By part (B) we evidently have
|Sn(0)− f|6S˜n(0)− f˜6Sˆn(0)− fˆ = −1n − −1∞ ;
where we always have that −1n − −1∞ → 0 as n→∞, also when ∞¡∞.
(5) Theorem 5.2 was inspired by Kuchminska’s paper [3], where she considers two-dimensional
continued fractions. If we reduce her continued fractions to type (1.1), then her result amounts to
the fact that K(an=bn) converges to a Gnite value if
|bn|¿|an+1|+ 1 for all n;
and that then |Sm(0)− Sn(0)|6|Sˆm(0)− Sˆn(0)| with our notation.
(6) In [2] Beardon mentioned that Worpitzky’s theorem can be formulated as follows: K(an=2)







|a1a2| + · · ·+
2
|a1a2 · · · an−1| +
3
|a1a2 · · · an|
}−1
for SP-fractions K(an=2) is of course of a diPerent nature, but it coincides with the one in Theorem
5.2(A) for the case where all |an| = 1. Also, Shapira et al. [6] has a related bound for Worpitzky
fractions.
To prove Theorem 5.2 we shall use the following lemma:
Lemma 5.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 5:2 the following hold:
(A) {|Bn|}; {B˜n} and {Bˆn} are increasing sequences of positive numbers with |B0|= B˜0 = Bˆ0 = 1.
(B) {|Bn| − B˜n} and {B˜n − Bˆn} are non-decreasing sequences with |B0| − B˜0 = B˜0 − Bˆ0 = 0.
(C) Gn¿G˜n¿Gˆn ¿ 0 when Gn := |Bn| − |Bn−1|, G˜n := B˜n − B˜n−1 and Gˆn := Bˆn − Bˆn−1.
(D) Hn¿H˜ n¿Hˆ n ¿ 0 when Hn := |Bn|2 − |Bn−1|2, H˜ n := B˜2n − B˜
2





Proof. The proofs of some of these statements are based on the recurrence (5.3) by which
Bn = bnBn−1 + anBn−2 for n= 1; 2; 3; : : : with B0 = 1; B−1 = 0: (5.6)
(A) Let Sn be given by (5.2). Then Dn=Bn−1. Since Sn(D)⊆D, we have S−1n (∞)=−Bn=Dn ∈ D ,
i.e., |Bn|¿ |Dn|= |Bn−1|. The result thus follows since B0 = 1. Since K(a˜n=b˜n) and K(aˆn=bˆn) also are
SP–fractions, this proves 1.
(B) From part (A) we know that all B˜n and Bˆn are positive. Hence,
n := |Bn| − B˜n − (|Bn−1| − B˜n−1)
¿ |bn| · |Bn−1| − |an| · |Bn−2| − |Bn−1| − (b˜nB˜n−1 + a˜nB˜n−2 − B˜n−1)
= (|bn| − 1)(|Bn−1| − B˜n−1)− |an|(|Bn−2| − B˜n−2):
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Since |B−1| − B˜−1 = |B0| − B˜0 = 0, it follows from this by induction that |Bn−2| − B˜n−2¿0 for all n,
and thus








˜n := B˜n − Bˆn − (B˜n−1 − Bˆn−1)¿(bˆn − 1)(B˜n−1 − Bˆn−1) + aˆn(B˜n−2 − Bˆn−2)






· 0 = 0:
(C) This follows from part (B) since Gn − G˜n = n and G˜n − Gˆn = ˜n.
(D) It follows from parts (B) and (C) that
Hn − H˜ n = (|Bn|+ |Bn−1|)Gn − (B˜n + B˜n−1)G˜n¿(B˜n + B˜n−1)(Gn − G˜n)¿0
and
H˜ n − Hˆ n¿(Bˆn + Bˆn−1)(G˜n − Gˆn)¿0:
Proof of Theorem 5.2. (A) Let Sn be given by (5.2). Then |Bn|¿ |Bn−1| by Lemma 5.4(A). More-
over, Sn(D) is a disc with center ,n and radius Rn given by
,n =
An DBn − Cn DDn
|Bn|2 − |Dn|2 ; Rn =
|AnDn − BnCn|
|Bn|2 − |Dn|2 for n= 1; 2; 3; : : : :
Hence, by (5.4) we Gnd that |AnDn − BnCn| = Pn given by (5.5), and the inequalities follow from
Lemma 5.4(D). The expressions for rad(Sˆn(D)) follow since by (5.6) it follows by induction that










(B) We have by (5.2) and (5.4) the following standard observation



































the so-called Euler–Minding formula, and thus the inequalities follow from Lemma 5.4(B). The
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